
  

"Sons Go 
Beyond the 

Throne Room"



  

'Harp and Bowl' worship and 'Throne Room 
Worship' have brought modern-day saints 
into the presence of the Lord. This has been 
likened to going through the veil into the 
Holy of Holies. But, the Throne Room is for 
angels and those who are involved in 
Throne Room activities.

If we continue to follow this OT/Jewish 
picture we will miss the point of being a 
Kingdom son.

Sons go beyond the Throne Room. 



  

The Throne Room

We can go beyond the throne room 
where the angels are to the holiest 
place in the universe – Father’s throne 
itself.

Unworthiness will stop us getting there. 
But that is where we’re entitled to be 
and welcome to be – as sons.



  

Video 15:00Video:  www.youtube.com/watch?v=lD2xY0UUIoI



  

What did we learn from this video?

➔ We need a revelation of the supernatural 
realm

➔ Healing by command

➔ Normal ‘church’ is not an option

➔ Heaven responds to praise & worship

➔ We can walk in Father’s presence 24/7

➔ A childish mindset negates sonship

➔ Our greatest joy - hearing Father’s voice



  

What did we learn from this video?

➔ Sons sit on thrones in Heaven

➔ Step into spiritual experiences by faith

➔ Understand the power of sonship

➔ The holiest place in the universe is 
Father’s lap

➔ In Father’s presence we hear what to do 
and say

➔ We are supernatural spiritual beings



  

Sons are peace-makers

not peace-keepers



  

“My Name Is” Skip Moen

Sons are known by Father and 
have personal names from him

Anna

Inika

Joseph

Petra

Jesus has a new name as well



  

Sons Operate in Spiritual Authority

Both the physical and spiritual 
realms operate under the principle 
of ‘Spiritual Authority’. Hence there 
is Sphere Authority. 

x

Sons learn to operate within their 
Sphere Authority by submitting to 
‘Spiritual Authority’.  



  

Recovering the Departed Glory

“Only by prophetic insight, watchful 
prayer and hard work can we 
reverse the trend and recover the 
departed glory.”

A.W. Tozer

Frank Viola blog
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